
2. Our Ex-works in the Industrial Sector 
 

We have provided our consultation services to more than 

(341) economic projects in the sector of industry in Egypt, 

KSA and the Arab World. 
 

 

Our consultancy services lead to the success of these 

projects and added a great value to them. 

 

Our experience covers the following fields: 
 

42  Projects in the sector of Foodstuff Industry and Restaurants 

 

44  Projects in the sector of Metal and Engineering Industries 

 

34  Projects in the sector of Construction Materials Industry 

 

31  Projects in the sector of Chemical and Pharmaceutical 

Industry 
 

33  Projects in the sector of Paper and Packing Materials 

Industry 
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2/3 Restaurants and Foodstuff Industries 

 

 

 

 Marketing feasibility study for the project of establishing a factory for 

the packaging of rice and legumes products for the Engineering 

Company for Trade and Industrial Development.  

 Marketing feasibility study for a project of producing canned natural 

cane juice in the Egyptian market for the benefit of Frozy Egypt 

Company   

 Marketing diagnostic study for Arzak Al-Kawthar restaurants chain in 

Greater Cairo 
 

 Conducting the marketing feasibility study of "Al Serga Project": a 

store chain for selling foodstuff products in the Grater Cairo Area for 

GEZAA GROUP.  

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a factory of 

Tehina and Halawa Tehinia (Sesame Sweet) with different flavors in 

the Egyptian market for the Egyptian Syrian Company for Foodstuff 

Industries. 
 

 Conducting a market study of juice powder flavors available in Egypt 

for OLIS Company  

 Conducting an assessment study of the performance, the marketing mix 

and the potential volume of demand of "Qasr El Shouq Restaurant".  

 Conducting a study of the macaroni market and the potential marketing 

opportunities in order to establish a new factory of quality dry 

macaroni.  

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a new factory of 

animal, poultry and fish feed production in the Egyptian market for 

Royal Cement Company. 
 

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce Al Maamoul 

(cookies) in the Egyptian market for Al Halazoun El Thahaby for  

Egypt



producing bread and pastries "Golden Pyramids". 

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a new factory to 

produce frozen vegetables in the Egyptian market for UNIFOOD.  

 Conducting an assessment study of the performance, the marketing mix 

and the volume of demand of the pre-fried frozen potato chips for 

UNIFOOD.  

 Conducting a market study of juice powder flavors available in Egypt 

for Hi Food. 

 

 Conducting a market feasibility study to bottle natural water in Al Wadi 

Al Jadid Governorate for Wahet Paris Natural Water Company. 

 

 
 

Conducting a market study of meat processing and the assessment of 

the volume of demand for the International Egyptian Foodstuff Products 

(Super Foods).  

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish an Ice-cream 

Cafeteria Chain for – Nobles Company 
 

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to bottle natural water in Al 

Wadi Al Jadid Governorate for the Egyptian Urban and Construction 

Investment Company.  

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to market and distribute safe 

organic food in Egypt (vegetables/fruit/meat/poultry/fish) for Aman Trade 

and Foodstuff Company.  

 

 
 

Conducting a market study of canned fish products 

(Tuna/Mackerel/Salmon) in ARE for Biout Makkah Company. 
 

 
Conducting a market study of flavored bottled natural water in ARE for 

Leena Farms Company. 
 

 
Conducting a market study of the natural bottled juice in ARE for 

Leena Farms Company. 
 

 Conducting a study of the biscuit, chocolate, and dry sweets market in 

Egypt for BiscoMisr.  

 Surveying the soft drinks market in Egypt and the potential market 

share for Mecca Cola for Anwar Al Qarat Establishment.  

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce pre-fried potato in 

Egypt for the International Administration Centre. 
 

 Surveying a variety of different dry sweets products in Egypt and the  



market share of Bisco Misr. 

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a fine flour mill in 

Ras Sidr in the South of Sini governorate for Namaa Agricultural 

Development Co.  

 Conducting a market survey of pre-cooked chicken, fish, and vegetables 

products; and the market share of Basma Company for Al Ouroba 

Foodstuff Industries Company "Basma".  

 Conducting a market survey of the mineral bottled water market in ARE 

for the Egyptian Libyan Potable Water Company (ELCO). 
 

 Conducting a market study of the top BBQ restaurants in the Greater 

Cairo Area, and the position of Studio Masr in this market for Tropican 

Projects. 
 

 Conducting a market survey of dairy and juice products in Egypt for the 

Middle East Foodstuff and dairy products Company (Green Land). 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a company for 

distributing edible natural oil in Riyadh for Shazen Establishment. 
 

 
Conducting the marketing feasibility study of establishing a high-end 

coffee shops chain with traditional Hijazy style in Jeddah and the central 

area of Holy Mecca for Al Salam Strategic Projects Company.  

 
Conducting a market survey of the high quality cookies in Riyadh for Ben's 

Cookies. 
 

 
Conducting a marketing survey to assess the performance and the 

marketing mix of Sanable El Salam Foodstuff Industries Company, KSA. 
 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce and distribute 

Shawerma in Riyadh in KSA. 
 

 
Conducting a fresh red meat market survey and the market share 

assessment of Lubun Food Product company.  

 
Conducting a study of the dairy and juice market in the kingdom and the 

market share of AlMAZRAH Marketing Co.  

Saudi Arabia 



 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to prepare and provide ready-

made meals for the Southern Asian pilgrims in Mecca. 
 

 

Conducting an assessment study of the performance and the market mix of 

a sufficient number of branches in different locations in KSA for Coffee 

Time Company.  

 

Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a foodstuff trading 

and distributions in Holy Mecca for Abdul Samad Ahmed Bughdady 

Establishment for Trade and Architectural Contracting.  
 

 
 

 Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish Al Tayeb high-end 

fast-food restaurant in Khartoom city in The Sudan for one of the 

investors.  

 
  

Sudan



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2/2 Metal and Engineering Industries Sector 

 

 

 

 
Marketing feasibility study of a project for the production and 

assembly of steam boilers and accessories in the Egyptian market - 

for the benefit of the Saudi Egyptian Company for the manufacture 

of refrigeration (Al-Babtain – Egypt) 

 
Marketing feasibility study of the kitchen and tableware products 

market in the Egyptian market - for Ni Capital 

 
Study of the fire extinguisher market in Egypt and the position of 

the 99 Military Factory fire extinguishers - for Ni capital 

 
Examine marketing opportunities in front of Adam Chemical 

Industries Factory for producing silicone products on the Egyptian 

market - for Adm Chemical Industries  

 
Initial Business Plan Report for the Emirates Group for importing 

car batteries to the Egyptian market 

 
Marketing feasibility study for the project of establishing the 

National Energy Company for the benefit of the National Service 

Projects Authority.  

 
Study evaluating the performance and marketing and selling mix 

of the abrasive stone factory and estimating the expected demand - 

for Ithmaar Misr Group.  

 
Preparing the marketing plan for the Stone Factory - for Ithmaar 

Misr Group. 
 

 
Study the export opportunities for parts of cans of exhausts in 

some Arab and African countries - for the benefit of Abu Yazid for 

exhausts. 
 

Egypt



 
Study the mental image of a sample of existing customers of 

exhaust products and parts thereof - for the benefit of Abu Yazid 

Company for exhausts 
 

 
Study the marketing opportunities to establish a new factory for 

one of the industrial wood products spread in the Egyptian market 

for the benefit of the Egypt Kuwait Holding Company  
 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a factory that 

produces a variety of different metal storage systems in Egypt for 

ACROMISR Formwork and Scaffolding. 

 

 
Surveying the international brand elevators and electric stairs in 

Egypt and the market share of the International Engineering and 

Trade Company.  

 
Surveying the LED emergency light fixtures in the Egyptian 

market for El Araby Company for Lightening Technology. 

 

 

Surveying the 41 cm & 321 cm fluorescent light bulbs in the 

Egyptian market for El Araby Company for Lightening 

Technology. 
 

Conducting an assessment survey of the performance, and the 

marketing and sales mix of Lasheen Plast Group. 
 

 
Surveying the CFL light saving bulbs and GLS traditional bulbs 

market for El Araby Company for Lightening Technology. 

 

 
Conducting an assessment survey of the volume of demand on 

some household appliances: television sets, air-conditioners, 

refrigerators, washing machines, all over the country for El Araby 

Group for Trade and Industry.  
 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a factory of 

foam tableware for EGY Swiss Holding Co.  

 
Conducting a study of the plastic raw materials market and the 

assessment of the performance, the marketing mix and the volume 

of demand of Egypt Company for Manufacturing Plastic. 
 

 
Conducting a study of the wooden pallets market in Egypt for 

Nagaa Hammadi Fiberboards Company.  

 
Conducting an assessment study of the performance and the 

marketing mix of Nagaa Hammadi Fiberboards Company to create 

a marketing strategy for it. 
 



 
Composing the marketing strategy of the International Company of 

P.V.C. and the household appliances. 
 

 
Conducting a market survey of the household electrical appliances 

(fans and colour television sets CRT) and the assessment of the 

performance and the marketing mix of the International Company 

of P.V.C. and the household appliances.   

 

 
Conducting a market survey of electrical irons, fans and blenders 

in Egypt for Advanced Systems Company. 
 

 
Conducting a market survey of vehicle exhaust pipes (POVs and 

light trucks) in Egypt for Abul-Yazid Group, Exhaust Pipes 

Engineering Company. 
 

Surveying the vehicle exhaust pipes market across the Greater Cairo 

Area, and the market share of the Exhaust Pipes Engineering 

Company "Abul-Yazid Group".  
 

Conducting an assessment survey of the performance and the 

marketing mix of the Engineering Company of Car Interior Parts 

"Alyaa".  

 
Conducting an assessment survey of the market volume of 

electrical household appliances in Egypt, the potential demand, 

and the growth rate until 2133 for Universal Industrial Group. 
 

 
Surveying the vehicles and equipment filters market in Egypt and 

the position of FAC FILTER's products in the market for the 

Arabian Filters Company "FAC FILTER".  
 

 
Surveying the computer LCD screens market in Egypt for Al 

Araby Trade and Industry Company. 
 

 
Organizing Focus Groups for the merchants and the distributors of 

SEIKO and Alba hand watches in Egypt for Al Araby Trade and 

Industry Company.  

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce regular and 

fluorescent bulbs in Egypt for the International Adminstrative 

Centre.   
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Vacuum Cleaners 
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Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce vehicles' 

liquid batteries (traditional/sealed) in ARE for the Arabian Group 

of Industrial Development and Investment.  

 
Organizing Focus Groups of the current and potential customers 

about household vacuum cleaners and ovens for Al Araby Trade 

and Industry Company. 
 

 
Organizing Focus Groups of the current and potential customers 

about Sharp Air-conditioners for Al Araby Trade and Industry 

Company. 

 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce glass 

tableware in Egypt. 
 

 
Surveying the electrical water heaters consumers in Egypt in order 

to analyze the competitors for El Araby Group for Trade and 

Industry.  

 
Organizing Focus Groups for the owners of the accredited service 

centers across the country for El Araby Group for Trade and 

Industry.  

 
Surveying the aluminum and copper evaporators and rollers market 

in Egypt and the marketing opportunities available for the products of 

the General Company of Metals "GEMET"  
Surveying the available and the potential marketing opportunities 

for the General Company of Metals "GEMET". 

 

 
Surveying the regular and the candle bulbs market in Egypt and the 

available and potential marketing studies for the products of the 

Arabian British company for Trade and marketing "Platinum".  

 
Surveying the general aluminum parts in Egypt and the available 

and potential marketing opportunities of the products of the 

International Egyptian Company of Producing Aluminum Parts 

"EIPAL". 

 

 
Assessing the performance and marketing mix of the Egyptian 

Company for Pipes and Cement Products "Siegwart".  

 
Restructuring the marketing organizational chart and business 

development of Al Nasr Company for Rubber Products 

"NAROPIN". 

 

 
Surveying window-type and split air-conditioners market in Egypt 

for El Araby Company for Trade and Industry.  



 
Conducting a market survey of the electrical water heaters in 

Egypt for El Araby Company for Trade and Industry. 
 

 
Analyzing the market image of El Araby Company for Trade and 

Industry. 

 

 
Conducting a market survey of the galvanized, colored and cold-

drawn iron sheets in Egypt and the marketing opportunities 

available for El Obour Metal Industries "Galva Metal". 

 

 
Conducting a market survey of tin packages in Egypt and the 

potential and available marketing opportunities of EUROPACK. 
 

 

Conducting a market survey of red brass pipes used in the chilling 

connections of air-conditioners in Egypt for Dema Company for 

packing and wrapping.  

 
Stating the future marketing vision the Egyptian Company for 

Chemicals and Metal Trade. 

 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce plain and 

ornate iron sheets in Egypt for Shinco Company.   

Conducting a marketing feasibility study for Al Hijaz Company for 

Trade. 
 

Surveying the wholesale and retail sale market of kitchen and 

bathroom fixtures, ceramic products, and pipes in the Greater 

Cairo Area and the position of Al Hijaz Company in this market.  

 
Assessing the performance and the marketing mix of Al Hijaz 

Company for Trade within the last three years. 
 

 
Assessing the current customers' image of Al Hijaz Company for 

Trade. 
 

 
Assessing the marketing performance and the sales volume 

assessment of Ikhwan Rizk Company. 

 



 
Surveying the high brand elevators and electric stairs market for 

HYUNDAI International Lifts Company and the market share of the 

company. 

 

 
Surveying the organizational chart and the job descriptions of the 

marketing and sales staff for HYUNDAI International Lifts 

Company. 
 

Assessing the performance and the marketing mix of HYUNDAI 

International Lifts Company  

 
 

 

 

  

Saudi Arabia

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a company 

specialized in organizing and arranging different types of cabinets in 

Riyadh for Amwal Financial Consultancies. 
 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a factory to produce 

and sell water pumps in KSA for Al Wyler Company – Fareed for 

Pumps.  

Conducting a survey of the gold and jewelry market in KSA for Ghassan 

Al Nemr for Gold and Jewelry. 

 

 
Conducting a market survey of screws, nuts, and other types of fasteners 

in KSA and the market share of Al Meheidab Company for Technical 

Equipment.  

 

Conducting the marketing survey of Riyadh Cars International Auction 

Project for Al Riyadh Company for Urbanization. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2/1 Construction Materials Industries 

 

 

 

 
 

Study of the paint market in Egypt (Al-Jazirah) for Al-Jazirah Paints 

Company 

 

 

Marketing feasibility study for setting up a new factory for the production 

of insulation materials and building materials in the Egyptian market - for 

the benefit of Osman Group (Ansomat) 

  

 
 

Marketing opportunities in the industrial timber market for the Nile Wood 

Company 
 

 

Marketing feasibility study for the establishment of a new factory for the 

production of gypsum and its derivatives in the Egyptian market - for the 

benefit of Dahab Sinai for Manufacturing and Building Materials  
 

 
 

Conducting a marketing feasibility study for Najaa Hammadi Fiberboars 

Company to establish a production line for MDF door molds and a 

supplementary line to produce readymade wooden doors. 
 

 

Conducting a marketing feasibility study for the Royal Cement Company 

to establish a factory for Dry Mix cement products.  

Surveying the market of different sizes of rebar and the potential market 

share of Al Ruwad Company for Construction Materials Trade. 

 
Surveying the cement market in Egypt and the potential market share of 

Al Ruwad Company for Construction Materials Trade. 

 

 
Conducting the marketing feasibility study of establishing a production 

line for HDF and MDF wooden sheets in Egypt for one of the customers 

of Price Water House Company.  

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study for Cermica Prima Company to 

produce frit in Egypt. 

 

Egypt



 
Conducting the market feasibility study of producing coffor construction 

units in Egypt for Al Banawy Agencies for Limited International 

Industries.  

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce paints in the 

industrial area of Badr city for Al Jazira Modern Paints Company. 
 

Surveying the infrastructure cement and clay pipes market for the 

Egyptian Company for Pipes and Cement Products "Siegwart".  
Surveying the railway concrete sleepers market for the Egyptian 

Company for Pipes and Cement Products "Siegwart".  

 
Surveying the limestone and sand bricks market in Egypt for the Arabian 

Company for Sand Bricks.  

 
Surveying the limestone market and the available and potential marketing 

opportunities for Egypt Company for Limestone Industries. 
 

 
Surveying the mosaic tiles market in Egypt for FINCORP Holding 

Investment.  

 

 

 
Surveying the china kitchen and bathrooms fixtures and the marketing 

strategy for Sidc China Products Company in KSA.  

 

Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a factory for 

producing chemical construction materials in Jeddah for Al Hazem 

Universal Company.  

 

  

Saudi Arabia



 

 

 

 

 

2/4 Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industries 

 

 

 

 
Surveying the natural body care products market in Egypt and the 

potential marketing opportunities of Health Shop in this market for Lyna 

Investment Group.  

 
Surveying vehicles lubricant oil market in Egypt for Price Waterhouse 

Coopers. 
 

 
Conducting the marketing feasibility study of producing PET Resin in 

Egypt.  

 
Assessing the performance, marketing mix and volume of demand of the 

products of SEDICO Pharma Company. 
 

 
Conducting a marketing feasibility study to produce Phosphates fertilizers 

in Egypt for Medica Lab Group.   

 
Assessing the performance and marketing mix of High Pharma Company 

for Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals. 
 

 
Surveying the household cleaning supplies and car-care products market 

in Egypt for SIEN Group. 
 

Surveying the investment opportunities in the powder detergents market 

in Egypt for Wafir Factory. 

 
 

 

 
Surveying the household industrial cleaning powder and liquid supplies 

market in KSA and the company's market share for the Saudi Company 

of Cleaning Supplies "SIDCO"  

 

 

 
Assessing the performance, the marketing mix and the volume of demand 

on fertilizers for the Emirates Factory of Biological Fertilizers.  

 

 

 

Egypt 

Saudi Arabia

UAE 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2/2 Packing, Wrapping and Paper Industries 

 

 

 

 
Marketing feasibility study for setting up a corrugated board and sheet 

factory - for Al-Jawhara corrugated cardboard company 

 

 
Economic feasibility study (marketing - technical - financial) to 

establish a new factory for producing corrugated board boxes in the 

Egyptian market - for the benefit of Caesar Pak for cardboard and 

paper products 
 

 
Marketing feasibility study for setting up a new factory for producing 

industrial sponges in the Egyptian market for the benefit of the 

Egyptian Kuwaiti Holding Company  
 

 
Surveying paper products market and the available and potential 

opportunities for Rakta Company for Paper and Cardboard. 

 

 
Surveying the aluminum foil market for Dema Company for Packing 

and Wrapping Materials. 
 

 
Surveying the key competitors in the field of household aluminum foil 

for Dema Company for Packing and Wrapping Materials. 
 

Surveying the multiply duplex paper market for the Islamic Company 

for Manufacturing Duplex Paper. 

 

 
Surveying the market of cardboard rolls and tubes for Dema Company 

for Packing and Wrapping Materials.  
 

 
Surveying the multiply duplex paper market for the International 

Company for Manufacturing Paper "Al Kharafy Group". 

 

 
Surveying the non-paper wrapping and packing materials for Al 

Shorouk PACK Company. 

 الشروق باك

 

  

Egypt



 

 

 

 
Surveying the corrugated carton market for Al Babutain Company for 

Cardboard. 
 

Conducting a marketing feasibility study to establish a factory for 

producing corrugated carton for Amwal Financial Consultancies.  
 

Saudi Arabia


